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HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD 

PUENTE RIO HONDO (Bridge No. 339) 

Location: PR-156 spanning Rio Hondo 
Barrio Rio Hondo, Comerio 
Comerio County, 
Puerto Rico 

HAER No. PR-44 

U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute Comerio, Puerto Rico, quadrangle 
Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates: 
1322 I SW.791540.2015560 

Date of Construction: 1874-76, as one of three spans spanning Rio de la Plata. 
Modified and relocated to the present site in 190CJ. 

Engineers: Original designer: Miguel Martinez de Campos. 
Modification and relocation design by Rafael Nones. 

Builders: Original structure fabricated by Participation Beige, Belgium 
and erected by Puerto Rico's Public Works Bureau. 
Disassembly, modification, relocation and reassembly by E. H. Hill. 

Present Owner: Puerto Rico Department of Transportation and Public Works 

Present Use: None (Closed to traffic after suffering damage in 1998.) 

Significance: Puente Rio Hondo is listed in the National Register. Its truss possesses a 
good degree of integrity relative to its original fabrication as one of the 
three spans of a wrought iron structure fabricated in Belgium in 1876. 
Originally crossing Rio de la Plata and named Reyes Catolicos, this was 
the second truss bridge to be erected on the island and its longest until 
1908. Puente Rio Hondo is significant at a national level as an example 
of European truss bridge technology and riveted connections. The joists 
that support the deck are probably unique under the United States' flag. 
The 1876 truss is significant as the fabrication work of an important 
international engineering firm, and its 1908 relocation the work of Puerto 
Rico's most prolific bridge engineer. Reyes Catolicos was the first 
bridge over Puerto Rico's longest and second largest river, serving the 
island's second most important highway. The Rio Hondo site connected 
some interior towns to this highway. The relocation of this span was one 
of the projects financed by Puerto Rico's first public works bond issue. 

Report Prepared by: Luis Pumarada-O'Neill 
Arqueologia Industrial Caribefia 

Date: July 31, 2002 
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Puente Rio Hondo is listed in the National Register. Its truss possesses a good 
degree of integrity relative to the original truss of 1876. The only modification made 
in 1908 was to shorten it by removing panels and adding new end plates. Its new 
plates were made following the same pattern as the original ones, as can be deduced 
from the 1868 drawings. The damage inflicted in 1998 by the truck affected only one 
panel, but the four diagonals cut for accommodating the temporary Bailey bridge, 
and the corresponding parallel diagonals added, affected four others. Out of the 
total of eighteen panels, five are damaged and altered. The adaptive reuse of the 
bridge for pedestrians in a Comerio riverside park involves repairing or replacing the 
damaged pieces with historically compatible ones. 

The engineering significance of metal truss bridges is not radically affected if they 
do not retain their original location as long as an appropriate setting is provided and 
their engineering features are retained. A truss bridge is considered as comprised 
by a group of distinct structural systems: the superstructure, the substructure, the 
floor and deck, and any approach spans. It is the superstructure, the truss, which 
provides the bridge its character and is its main source of significance. 

According to Eric DeLony, 1 Chief, Historic American Engineering Record, Puerto 
Rico's nineteenth century truss bridges are the only examples of European truss 
bridge design and technology under the jurisdiction of the United States. Therefore, 
these bridges are significant at the national level as examples of European 
engineering. 

The 1876 bridge was named Reyes Catolicos after Spain's royal couple of 1492. It 
was the second truss bridge to be built in the island and remained its longest until 
its collapse. Its surviving, relocated span, Puente Rio Hondo, is a prime example in 
the United States, and the earliest in Puerto Rico, of the truss type called Eiffel 
system in France and Belgium, ":X" truss in Spain, and Double Warren in the United 
States. At a national level, it is a rare or unique example of 1870s riveted 
connections. The riveted X-web joist system that supports the domed plate deck is 
unique in Puerto Rico and probably in the continental United States. The truss' 
original fabrication is also significant as the work of an international engineering 
firm, Cia. Participation Belge. The 1908 design for the modification and relocation 
of the Rio Hondo truss was the work of Rafael Nones, Puerto Rico's most prolific 
bridge engineer of the twentieth century. 

1 Personal Communication: 1998. 
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The Multiple Property Nomination of Puerto Rico's Bridges and its Associated 
Historic Context: "Land Transportation in Puerto Rico, circa 1508-1950" consider 
Puerto Rico's main early highway routes to be historically important parts of the 
island's transportation system. The bridges made for these highways that posses 
historic integrity, including integrity of location, and built as part of these 
economically important routes, are considered to be significant at the state level. 
Reyes Catolicos served Puerto Rico's coastal highway, one of the two most important 
roads on the island. It was the first bridge over the lower Rio de la Plata, Puerto 
Rico's longest and second largest river. Although these facts pertaining to the 
original use of Puente Rio Hondo's truss do add to its significance, the Rio Hondo 
site itself has state level significance in having contributed to connect interior towns 
and promoted economic development for the area. The bridge work done in the 
period that the Rio Hondo bridge was relocated is considered significant at the state 
level as a result of Puerto Rico's first public works bond issue of 1906. 

At present, there are a few bridges of similar type and comparable spans extant 
in Puerto Rico: Conde Caspe (Bridge No. 59), a relocated French 15.3-meter (50.2') 
structure from 1894; Villaran (Bridge No. 99), a well-preserved 32.4-meter (106.3') 
European bridge from 1892; and Guajataca (Bridge No. 1572), a 34.1-meter (111.9') 
Belgian structure from 1896 in poor condition relocated to a park. Only Villaran is 
on its original site and abutments. None of them is in vehicular use any longer. 
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DESCRIPTION AND CONDITION OF THE BRIDGE 
A person driving south from Comerio to Barranquitas for five minutes along the 

scenic, narrow, tree-lined winding mountain road PR-156 would descend along a soft 
curve to find a short, narrow pony truss bridge (See Photo No. 5) across the deep, 
narrow channel of the Hondo (deep) River. Just left of the north approach and its 
concrete parapets was a small store called Bar El Puente ("The Bridge"), shaded by 
a large tamarind tree. In spite of the bridge's name, in this area the playful river is 
very shallow in a riverbed dotted with boulders (See Photo No. 2) and bordered by 
rich tropical vegetation (See Photo No. 7). Across the bridge, the road forked left to 
Barranquitas along PR-156 and right to Comerio' s Rio Hondo neighborhood along 
PR-776 (See Photo No. 4). 

After the bridge's western truss was damaged in 1998, the river crossing used a 
Bailey truss over the crippled bridge while a parallel structure was designed and 
built. Nowadays, the road has been widened in most stretches between Comerio 
and the Rio Hondo, and it curves into a wide, modern concrete bridge a few meters 
west and above the Puente Rio Hondo. The bar was razed as part of the construction 
project, and the old bridge is being relocated for pedestrian use to a city park at the 
opposite side of town. 

The Puente Rio Hondo's trusses are 20.6 meters (67.6') long and 2.14 meters 
(7. 02') high. They are the Double Warren type with its diagonals forming nine "X' El' 
between vertical posts (See Photos Nos. 12 and 15). The posts are 2.03 meters 
apart center to center along the trusses and connected across the bridge by the open 
web joists that support the domed floor plates (See Photos Nos. 3 and 8). The joists 
also feature crossing diagonals but without posts. The trusses are 5.07 meters 
(16.6') apart center to center. A diagonal element between the joist and the lower 
fourth point of the post stiffens the joint (See Photo No. 13). The ends consist of flat 
steel plates stiffened by square angles placed vertically above the supports (See 
Photos Nos. 14 and 16). The floor consists of domed steel plates (See Photo No. 13). 

The abutments consist of symmetrical rubble masonry walls and wing walls, with 
vertical ashlar courses along the corners and topped with a 30 centimeter band (See 
Photo No. 9). The abutments are 8.50 meters (27.9') wide, and the tapered wing 
walls are 7.42 meters (24.3') long. The bridge's clearance above the usual water level 
is approximately 6.5 meters (21.3') (See Photo No. 1). The clear span between the 
abutment faces is 18.10 meters (59.38'). 

Puerto Rico's nineteenth century truss bridges are the only examples of European 
truss bridge design and technology under the jurisdiction of the United States. 
Therefore, these bridges are significant at the national level as examples of 
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European engineering. The 1876 bridge was named Reyes Catolicos after Spain's 
royal couple of 1492. It was the second truss bridge to be erected in the island and 
its longest until 1908. 

Puente Rio Hondo is a prime example of the truss type called the "Eiffef' system 
in France and Belgium, "X'' truss in Spain, and Double Warren in the United States. 
At a national level, it is a rare or unique example of 1870s riveted connections. The 
riveted X-web joists that support the domed plate deck are unique in Puerto Rico 
and the United States. The truss' original fabrication and design is also significant 
as the work of an important international engineering firm, Gia. Participation Belge, 
and of the engineer who designed the modification and relocation, Rafael Nones, who 
was Puerto Rico's most prolific bridge engineer of the twentieth century. 

Reyes Catolicos also has significance as a part of an important economic pattern 
at state level because it served Puerto Rico's coastal highway, one of the two most 
important on the island. It was the first bridge over the lower Rio de la Plata, 
Puerto Rico's longest and second largest river. Although these facts pertaining to 
the original use of Puente Rio Hondo's truss add to its significance, the Rio Hondo 
site itself also has state level significance in having contributed to connect interior 
towns and allowing the profitable commerce of their products. The modification and 
relocation of this truss to its present site corresponds to the period in which many 
bridges were erected as a result of Puerto Rico's first public works bond issue in 
1906. 

The bridge is structurally unsound. Its integrity is significant but not high due to 
truss damages and repairs. It has small corrosion openings in the deck (See Photo 
No. 17). 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

PUERTO RICO 
Puerto Rico is the smallest and easternmost of the Greater Antilles. Its first 

humans have been denominated Archaics. They were fishermen, hunters and 
gatherers believed to have migrated to the Caribbean islands from Florida. A 
second wave of migration came from the Orinoco area of South America. The culture 
of this Arawak people, who dominated pottery and agriculture and have been 
denominated Igneri, displaced the Archaic. The occurrence around 600 D.C. of a 
change in this aboriginal culture reflected in diet and pottery has prompted 
archeologists to denominate the period reaching to 1200 D.C. as Ostionoid. It is 
believed that in the first part of this period, the Indians began to spread from the 
coastal plains into the interior mountains. The people existing at the time of 
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Columbus' arrival to the island in 1493 called themselves Tainos.2 Their culture 
reflected additional changes after 1200 D.C. The Tainos had a complex, hierarchical 
society and a neolithic culture using cut and burn agriculture. 

After Columbus' discovery and water supply visit, Puerto Rico was invaded by 
Europeans by the way of the neighboring island of Hispaniola starting in 1508. The 
first ten years of Spanish domination saw mostly gold placer mining, Indian wars 
and enslavement, and the foundation of two cities, the island's capital, Caparra, in 
the north coast, and San German in the west coast. Under the Sixteenth Century 
Spanish encomienda (assignment) forced labor system for Amerindians, settlers 
were authorized to "hold'' the tribute and labor of designated Indian families, 
usually entire villages or even clusters of villages under the leadership of a single 
chieftain or cacique. The effects of this system were devastating for Puerto Rico's 
native Indian population. First, since the labor which the Spaniards wanted was 
that of men in the placer gold mines, men and women were separated, village life 
was disorganized, and agricultural production fell below the level required to 
support both the natives and the white settlers. While the physical demands of 
labor in the mines were debilitating, malnutrition was probably responsible for the 
majority of the thousands ofTaino deaths.3 Adding European diseases, to which the 
aboriginal populations had no immunity, to malnutrition and forced labor, the death 
toll that occurred in Puerto Rico during the first decades of the Sixteenth Century 
becomes understandable. 

Resistance to the Spanish invaders occurred early, after Chief Urayoan proved, by 
drowning a Spaniard and waiting for days until his body rot, that the white men 
were mere mortals. Three years after the arrival of the first settlers, a Taino war 
party led by Agueybana II attacked the small settlement of Sotomayor and burned it 
to the ground. There were several other battles during the 1520s and sporadic 
skirmishes extending up to 1564. The later attacks consisted mostly of raids 
launched from other islands. By the 1520s Spain's military occupation of the island 
had solidified. 

In the first two centuries of the Spanish Conquest of Puerto Rico, settlements 
were mainly limited to the western two thirds of the island, roughly the area 
between San Juan and San German. This was the part closest to the earlier colony 
of Hispaniola and to the riches of Mexico and Peru. Early in the conquest, the 
Spanish government established an experimental farm in the plains of the lower 
valley of the Plata River, which at that time was called Toa. Said to be the first 

2 Velez: 9-10. 

3 Anderson-Cordova: B - 16. 
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experimental agriculture station in the New World, it was known as the King's 
Farm. 

The position of Puerto Rico in the Spanish New World was relatively minor. The 
gold and silver resources of the island were running out by the 1520s. Sugar was 
cultivated in significant quantities in Puerto Rico during the sixteenth century. The 
sugar plantations were limited to the lower river valleys near San Juan, the only 
port authorized for exporting. The westernmost edge of sugar production was the 
Plata River valley. However, sugar agriculture did not become the producer of riches 
that the Spanish crown had hoped. Production in 1535 reached 10,000 pounds, 
increased to 450,000 pounds in 1582, but declined to 25,000 pounds by 1600. 

Spain defended Puerto Rico while conceding other Caribbean islands to rival 
European powers primarily because of its strategic location and the port of San 
Juan, which served as a critical link in the journeys of the treasure fleets. The 
island's inhabitants had increased fivefold from a meager count of 650 individuals 
in 1549 to 3,500 by 1646. In 1700, the population reached 5,000. 

After the first 250 years of Spanish colonial rule in Puerto Rico, the island's 
scarce population was limited to the coastal plains and the neighboring foothills. 
The inhabitants were distributed among the towns of San Juan, Arecibo, Aguada, 
Coamo and San German, a score of small villages, small farms, and a few haciendas 
and cattle ranches. Transportation by land around 1750 was mostly limited to 
wagon trails and hoof paths. Only two major bridges existed, connecting the 
contiguous islets of San Juan and Santurce to the Puerto Rican mainland. Most 
transportation took place by barges along the navigable stretches of a dozen rivers, 
including the lower Plata, and by sailboats which circumnavigated the island. The 
situation of the interior, however, was so critical that the government complained 
about the limited control they could exert on its population. 

By the 1750s, cattle raising was giving way to coffee and tobacco farming, and 
more and more families migrated inland to live off the land. Lowland forests were 
cleared and trails were widened to allow the passage of ox-carts. Improved health 
and nutrition nurtured a drastic population growth. As a result, more towns were 
founded in that period than in the preceding centuries of Spanish dominance. 

In 1765, Alejandro O'Reilly, a royal envoy sent to evaluate the economic 
conditions and potential of the island, recommended the construction of new roads 
and the improvement of the existing ones. The cami,ws reales 4 created hereon 
would be wide enough for wagons. O'Reilly recommended that they be served by 
bridges at those river and creek crossings that could not be waded easily, while 
rivers that posed greater difficulty were to be crossed by ferry. 

4 Crown trails: so called because the right-of-way was crown land. 
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In the mid-eighteenth century, the island's scant agriculture was limited mostly 
to subsistence crops. Relatively small quantities of leather, hardwoods and, 
especially, tobacco were being exported. Tobacco was a native plant whose leaves 
were observed by the Spanish Conquerors to be smoked by the Taino inhabitants of 
the Antilles. Tobacco was quickly introduced to Europe and Spain and during the 
next two centuries underwent various periods of prohibition and legality in different 
countries. One of the Spanish companies granted an exclusive license to export 
Puerto Rican products was engaged by 1785 mainly in trading tobacco with the 
Dutch.s 

The economy of Puerto Rico got a boost in the last third of that century by changes 
in the monopolistic policies of Spain, permitting the development of coffee 
production and exportation to take advantage of the rising prices of coffee and sugar 
resulting from the fall of Haitian production. The rise of sugar and coffee production 
meant, however, the decline of tobacco, and its exports almost ceased until the 
second half of the nineteenth century. At that time tobacco exports expanded when 
some Cuban cigar manufacturers began importing finer Puerto Rican tobacco leaves 
to mix with Cuban leaves in their products. Those leaves came from the Plata river 
valley. This expansion was short-lived, however, because in the 1890s Cuban 
authorities prohibited importing and mixing leaves because it was affecting the 
image of Cuban cigars. 

Meanwhile, both the increasing population and the improving economy suffered 
due to the lack of efficient and reliable transportation systems. It was too expensive 
to carry goods over land between the other regions of Puerto Rico and the port of San 
Juan, the only one authorized for import and export trade. 

Interregional transportation was limited to the use of small ships in good 
weather. The lack of port facilities forced the ships to anchor in deep water while 
small boats carried cargo and passengers to beaches in the main bays around the 
island. As a result, coffee cultivation was limited to land around the bays, coves, 
and river mouths served by the circumnavigation shipping. Under these 
circumstances it was cheaper to send cargo from Ponce to Europe in a four-mast ship 
than to San Juan in a small sailboat. The production of sugar, which was much 
bulkier relative to its price, was limited to similar lands close to San Juan. 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the population of Puerto Rico had 
reached 155,000 inhabitants, and continued to grow at a fast rate. In the first two 
decades, further changes in Spain's colonial policies contributed to a sugar 
production boom and its spread from the vicinity of San Juan to the rest of the 
island's coastal plains. Some of these changes were: opening other ports to 

5 Pumarada (1990): 12-14. 
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import/export shipping, tax exemption for imported production machinery, and 
allowing the immigration of non-Spanish Catholics with capital and slaves. Coffee 
and tobacco plantations, as well as farms producing food staples such as plantains 
and grain, were displaced by sugar cane from the coastal plains to the foothills and 
the valleys in the interior of the island. This new and more extended geographic 
distribution of the economy, along with rapid demographic growth, further increased 
demand for land transportation. Wagon trails between each port city and its 
hinterland were opened or enhanced, but inter-city land transportation facilities did 
not improve. The north coast west of the Plata River and inland, which until the 
mid-eighteenth century had relied on subsistence farming, fishing and cattle raising, 
participated in this economic growth by planting coffee in the hills and sugar cane 
along the coastal plain and in the larger river valleys. 

Finally, in the nineteenth century, the development of the sugar and coffee 
industries and the building of highways and bridges brought about economic 
developments. The island's population grew throughout the century. It approached 
one million people by the 1890s, when Puerto Rico had become a key producer of raw 
sugar and the fourth largest coffee exporter in the Americas. This, coupled with its 
strategic location in the Northeastern Caribbean made the island a target for the 
U.S. Navy and American sugar barons. 

Under the cloak of the Spanish American War, U.S. troops invaded Puerto Rico on 
July 25, 1898 to take over the island. Most islanders seem to have favored this turn 
of events at that time: some expected the move to lead to independence; others 
expected it to culminate in the annexation of the island as a state of the Union. But 
all were wrong since it only resulted in a change of the colonial power. Many Puerto 
Rican sugar producers expected duty-free entry to the U.S. sugar market, and these 
were partly satisfied, although the main beneficiaries came to be American 
corporations, which in ten years took over most of the production. 6 

In the first three decades of the twentieth century, coffee exports and prices 
declined markedly, mostly as a result of the response of the European markets to 
the US takeover of Puerto Rico, while tobacco exports to the United States grew 
strong. The industrial and commercial sectors of the tobacco industry quickly came 
to be dominated by firms from the United States, mainly the American Tobacco 
Company. 

The economy of eastern-highland and central Puerto Rico came to rely then 
mostly on tobacco agriculture, leaf processing and cigar manufacturing. Those 
regions flourished at the time because the tobacco industry paid the highest wages 
in the island. In 1935 tobacco prices and wages were dropping. From the 1940s 

6 Pic6: 226-38. 
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onward, the tobacco industry could only precariously sustain a dwindling number of 
small family farms. The companies from the United States closed their industrial 
facilities or sold them to leaf-processing cooperatives formed by small tobacco 
farmers. In 1956 tobacco salaries were the lowest in Puerto Rico. By the 1970s, 
tobacco farming was disappearing, but the cigar and cigarette industries lingered on 
by means of importing leaves. 

After much debate both in Puerto Rico and Washington, D.C., Puerto Ricans were 
declared American citizens by Congress under the pressure of the World War in 
1917. The population of the island had increased from just under a million in 1899 
to 1,299,809 in 1920. The island, however, was becoming a sugar single crop 
poorhouse. The Great Depression hit Puerto Ricans hard, although the revenues of 
the sugar corporations held up. The New Deal programs of the 1930s were extended 
to the island, whose situation was worsened by the devastation of the worst 
hurricane in its history in 1928, followed by another in 1932. 

The trends which shaped the island in the last third of the Twentieth Century 
began in the early 1940s. A populist party won the elections and eroded the 
agricultural base of the economy, stimulated migration to the U.S. mainland, and 
introduced policies to attract external industrial investment. It moved away from 
seeking independence towards accepting a limited self-government. 

In 1952, two years after a suicidal small-scale revolt against U.S. rule, Puerto 
Ricans were allowed more power to run their local government through a colonial 
constitution. While in 1940, manufacturing had generated an income of $27 million; 
by 1969 manufacturing income was $908 million. Stimulated by U.S.-level and 
local tax breaks, the number of industrial facilities increased from 798 in 1940 to 
2,367 in 1967, mostly near San Juan. Manufacturing income surpassed that from 
agriculture for the first time in 1955. Agricultural activity, on the other hand, 
became for the most part non-profitable between the 1960s and 1970s, and its 
unemployed flew north to pick berries or wash dishes. Commercial-scale tobacco 
farming disappeared in that period, coffee production barely survived by means of 
government subsidies, and sugar mills, no longer profitable, closed down or were 
bought by the government to be run at a loss. 

Even though local tax breaks were restructured to favor plant locations at small, 
remote towns with some results, population abandoned the rural areas for the urban 
centers in the island and northeastern United States. Mechanization of port 
activity, ship size increases, the island's relatively short distances and its now 
excellent highway system caused incoming cargo to concentrate in San Juan for 
island-wide distribution, and vice versa for exports. In the late Twentieth Century, 
the island began to work as a metropolitan area radiating from San Juan. 
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Located in the northern central slopes of Puerto Rico's Central Mountain Range 
(Cordillera Central), the municipality of Comerio comprises an area of 28 square 
miles, mostly within the lush watershed of the Rio de la Plata. The 2000 census 
counted a population of 20,002.7 

The name Comerio belonged to a Taino Indian chieftain who ruled this territory 
around the time of the Spanish Conquest of Puerto Rico. Although part of the region 
that it comprised and one of its streams were named Comerio, the municipality was 
originally named Sabana del Palmar (palm savanna) when it was founded in 1826. 
However, most people used the Indian name and the official denomination was 
finally changed in 1894. s 

Located 32 miles southwest of San Juan, Comerio borders on the north with the 
city of Bayamon and the town of Naranjito, to the east with Aguas Buenas, to the 
southeast with Cidra, and south and west with Barranquitas. Comerio has 
comfortable temperatures and very humid weather. Its temperatures fluctuate 
between 65 and 88 degrees Fahrenheit. Its main rivers are the Rio de la Plata and 
two of its tributaries, Rio Hondo and Rio Arroyata. 

The Rio de la Plata flows mostly northward to the Atlantic Ocean from the 
Cordillera Central mountain range municipalities of Aibonito and Cayey. 
Contrasting with its upper and lower reaches, the Plata river valley within the 
jurisdiction of Comerio is rather narrow. The town is located at one of its widest 
points: about 0.8 kilometers. About 4.5 kilometers downstream from the town, the 
river begins a subtle widening as a result of two dams built several kilometers 
down, originally for hydropower. Down river from Comerio, Plata flows through or 
between the municipal jurisdictions of Toa Alta, Dorado and Toa Baja. 

Comerio's lowest elevation of 150 meters above mean sea level is to the north and 
corresponds to the Plata reservoir. Its highest point is Vien to Caliente Mountain, 
650 meters high, located south-southeast from town and on the Cidra-Comerio line. 

Until the intensification of agriculture in Puerto Rico reached the mountains in 
the nineteenth century, the middle Plata River Valley was mostly covered by low
mountain tropical forest, except for some savannas, mainly in the narrow flood 
plain. In the nineteenth century, Comerio' s main cash crop was coffee. In the first 
half of the twentieth century the Comerio area was mainly dedicated to tobacco and 
minor crops, such as beans, bananas and fruits. In recent decades, agriculture has 
been receding and most of the mountains are again forested. 

7 www.ortizal.com/indice_pueblos.htm/comerio 

8 www.ortizal.com/indice_pueblos.htm/comerio 
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The Comerio area was settled by Indians of the early Ostionoid culture, as borne 
by the remains of a village occupied in the 600-750 A.D. period.9 It probably had a 
significant Taino population by the time of the Spanish Conquest, judging from its 
having a relatively important chieftain and a name that has lasted into our days. 
Its Barrio Vega Redonda neighborhood, crossed by the Arroyata River, has three 
important limestone caves. One of them, Cueva La Mora, contains important Indian 
petroglyphs and pictographs with representations of owls, monkeys, and turtles 
being the most frequent. Puerto Rico's Arawak cultures used caves as ritual sites. to 

This area was settled by the Spanish comparatively early relative to other 
mountain areas of Puerto Rico because it was upriver from one of the valleys that 
had been used for agriculture since the Sixteenth Century. The Plata river, called 
Toa at the time, was navigable for rafts up to a few kilometers from that area. 

By 1644, there were two chapels on the banks of the Toa, both located on sugar 
haciendas. By 1700, there were only about 6,000 inhabitants in Puerto Rico. At 
that time, the Toa-Cibuco region was part of San Juan.11 

The Hato12 de Comerio existed in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries 
in the middle Rio de la Plata region, which was still known by the name of the Taino 
Indian chieftain who had ruled in the early 1500s.13 In the latter part of that period, 
settlers were moving into this fertile, remote region, now known as the 
neighborhoods Barrio Comerio Alto and Barrio Comerio Bajo comprising the most 
inland portion of the coastal municipality of Bayamon. 

In the early nineteenth century, the settlers in the area around the middle course 
of the Plata river were producing some cash crops and needed roads and other 
services. At the time, this area was a far hinterland of three municipalities: the 
central mountain towns of Cidra and Barranquitas in addition to Bayamon. Its 
inhabitants got organized and asked the proper authorities to become a separate 
municipality comprising the contiguous lands of the three distant towns. Their wish 
came true in 1826, when the new municipality was created with its public lands 
(town hall, square and church) donated by Geronimo Rivera from his Palmar Estate 
on the west bank of the river. Its official name was Sabana del Palmar (Palm 

9 Velez: 9-10. 

10 Comerio (2002): n.p. 

11 Pic6: 98-99. 

12 An hato was a large tract of virgin land assigned to a person by the King for raising cattle. 

13 According to Falc6n-Morales (Fundaci6n ... , p.8) Comerio was the son of Caguax, who ruled the valley of Caguas, 
south of San Juan. In 1511, during the Tainos' revolt against Spanish rule, Caguax accepted to surrender to Governor Juan 
Ponce de Leon in exchange for being allowed to remain free with his servants. Comerio appears is documented in 1518 and 
1528 as baptized, converted to Catholicism and living and working in the King's Farm in the banks of the lower Plata 
River. 
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Savannah), although the region was still referred to as Comerio.14 At that time it 
had 510 inhabitants, including 186 whites, 280 mixed and forty four black slaves, 
living in thirty five houses and forty nine huts. 15 

The settlement-turned-into-town had a small church and a town hall facing each 
other across an unpaved square, seven wooden houses, nine palm-thatch huts, two 
stores and three vender stalls. The main economic activity of the residents was 
raising cattle and other animals. There were four small wooden roller mills for 
extracting the juice produced from a total of five acres of sugar cane. Five acres were 
planted with tobacco. About four acres of coffee produced 1,600 pounds of grain. The 
rest of the cultivated land went to "survival'' crops such as plantains, rice, beans, 
corn, mandioc, sweet potatoes, oranges and avocados. 16 

In the years following its foundation, the municipality went through a rapid 
growth while its economic base shifted to agriculture. By 1846 it had 2,533 
inhabitants. In the 1880s the tobacco leaves of the Comerio region were noted for 
their quality, and the dichotomy of its official name became troublesome: it was still 
mainly referred to as Comerio, but official documents had to identify it as Sabana 
del Palmar. In 1894 its authorities had its name officially changed to Comerio. 

By 1899 its population had risen to 8,249. It had 1,064 acres of coffee17, while its 
tobacco industry was hard hit by the prohibition of exports to Cuba. In 1903, the 
town had three tobacco processing plants, all locally owned, that employed about 
300 persons. The most important one, El Priviliegio, property of Santiago Umpierre 
and Co., had won a medal in Buffalo's Pan American Exposition of 1901. 18 

In the first two decades of the twentieth century, the most prosperous in the 
town's history, the population almost doubled as a result of the expansion of the 
tobacco industry and its high wages.19 Long lines of mules loaded with tobacco 
leaves descended daily into the town during the harvest seasons. The leaves were 
cured, de-veined and either packed for export, formed into cigars, or rolled into 
chewing tobacco for door-to-door sale.20 At that time, its largest tobacco leaf 
processing facility belonged to an American company. Its facilities still stand and 
are still the largest buildings in the town. 

14 www.rootsweb.com/-prwgw/santiago_04.htm 

15 Falc6n-Morales (El Cacique ... ): p.8. 

16 www.Areciboweb.50megs.com 

17 Pumarada-O'Neill (1990): p.45. 

18 Rivera-Arbolay: ComeRio: Historia, n.p. 

19 Rivera-Arbolay: ComeRio: Economia, n.p. 

20 Aguilar: 6B. 
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In the 1930s the prices began to fall and so did the local economy. The tobacco 
farmers formed a cooperative to buy the largest processing facility and kept it alive, 
and marginally profitable, an industry that employed 2,000 persons and an income 
of $1,200,000. By 197 4, thanks to the cooperative movement, there existed in 
Comerio 155 small tobacco farmers with a total production quota of 14,717 
hundredweights of raw leaves. 

With the decline of tobacco, jobs declined and Comeriefios began to migrate to 
Bayamon, San Juan and the United States. The population showed a small decline 
between 1940 and 1980. Better roads and urban problems brought a small growth 
in the 1980s as some people chose to commute from Comerio to Bayamon and San 
Juan. In the 1980s and 1990s, Comerio had some light industry, such as 
needlecraft, cigar manufacture, and sheet metal, providing about 500 jobs. Small 
family farms produce minor crops and some coffee. 21 

BARRIO RIO HONDO AND ITS MOST NOTED CITIZEN 

According to the 2000 Census, Comerio has a population of 20,002, and the 
agricultural neighborhood of Rio Hondo has 1,857 of those. About half of them live a 
few hundred meters upstream from Puente Rio Hondo, on plots of land donated by 
the government around the 1970s. This neighborhood belonged to Barranquitas 
before 1826. 

A baby girl was born on March 27, 1886 in a Rio Hondo coffee plantation 
belonging to Julian Colon. Although she was never taught to read and write, she 
was considered by many to be Comerio' s most noted citizen. Her mother and 
grandmother had been slaves of mister Colon until slavery was abolished in Puerto 
Rico in 1873. Perhaps as a remnant of a tradition born in the days of slavery, babies 
were baptized with the surname of their owner, so she came to be called Juana 
Colon. Her first 28 years were spent living and working in the Colon plantation, 
where she married, had children and divorced. Around 1914, she moved into a 
modest urban neighborhood. There she washed and ironed clothes for well-to-do 
households and prepared natural herb remedies for those who could not afford 
commercial drugs and doctors. In that same year, the American Tobacco Company 
established a subsidiary in Comerio for processing and de-veining leaves: the Porto 
Rico Leaf Tobacco Company. In 1915, Puerto Rico's Free Labor Federation, 
associated with the American Federation of Labor, created the Socialist party as its 
political arm. Juana Colon quickly became one of its local leaders. In a historic 
strike against the Porto Rico Leaf Tobacco Company in 1919 that spread to that 
firm's plants in neighboring towns, she was so effective as a leader that out of sixty 

21 www.ortizal.com/indice_pueblos.htm/comerio; Perez, etc.: 4-5. 
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nine persons arrested for mutiny she got the highest bail. She remained a noted 
party and labor leader at a regional level until the 1930s.22 

COMERIO'S HYDROPOWER 

Comerio' s narrow valley made it ideal for harnessing the energy of the Plata 
River. During the 1890s, Bayamon industrial tycoon Ramon Valdes obtained 
permission from the Spanish Crown to use the energy at the Plata' s Salto waterfall, 
about ten kilometers downstream from the city. In the early 1900s he sold his 
concession to the Porto Rico Railway, Light and Power Company, which operated 
San Juan's electric trolley and thermoelectric power plant. 

At that time, there were only a handful of cities with electric power in Puerto Rico: 
a few prosperous coffee mountain towns with water-power that was used during the 
day for moving coffee machinery and at night for electricity, and the three main cities 
which used thermoelectric power. But as power transmission technology became 
available, regional power plants became feasible, and Comerio was deemed to be 
the ideal site for producing electricity for San Juan and its neighboring coastal 
cities. 

In 1906 there began the construction of a dam at the Salto waterfall, about 7.5 
kilometers down river from the town of Comerio. Finished in 1907, it is considered 
to be Puerto Rico's first dam built exclusively for hydropower.23 Its power plant 
consisted of four 550 horsepower turbines each coupled with 400 kilowatt 
generators. The water pressure in the turbines was seventy-five pounds per square 
inch. The 2,300 volt output was transformed to 22,000 volts for transmission. The 
town of Comerio itself was electrified and connected to the power plant in 
September 23, 1910. 

The high sedimentation rate found in the reservoir prompted the power company 
to plan a second, larger dam in the Rio de la Plata as soon as 1909. The second dam 
was built less than one kilometer upstream from the first and its power plant was 
set below the original dam. The construction of this 4,000-cubic yard concrete 
gravity dam began in 1911 and concluded in 1913. Its maximum dimensions are 39 
meters (127.95') base thickness and 39 meters height, with a 109.7-meter (359.91-
foot) long spillway. Comerio No. 2, as it was called, produced 30 million kilowatt
hours per year: more than half of the electricity consumed in Puerto Rico at the time. 
In 1933 its production rose to 33 million kilowatt hours. 

22 Torres-Rosario: 2-8. 

23 The first urban areas to have electric power in Puerto Rico were the coffee producing mountain towns of Villalba and 
Utuado. In the mid 1890s, when coffee exports to Europe fueled a flourishing economy, the local processor-exporters in 
these towns linked electric generators to their water turbines and used their water power at night to light residences and 
streets. Around 1896-97 the main cities of Ponce, San Juan and Mayagtiez came to have thermoelectric plants. 
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The power company also built a hydropower plant in the Rio Blanco, on the 
southern slopes of the El Y unque peak in the rainforest. Its total output was 
distributed to all north coastal towns from Barceloneta, in the center, to Fajardo, in 
the northeast corner; plus the interior and southeastern towns of Comerio, Caguas, 
Guaynabo, Bayamon, Orocovis, Barranquitas, Rio Piedras, Carolina, Humacao, 
Yabucoa, Juncos and Gurabo. 

In 1944, the government expropriated all private power companies and 
concentrated energy production, sales and distribution in its Autoridad de Fuentes 
Fluviales. It paid $11,218,000 for the Porto Rico Railway, Light and Power and its 
facilities, including the ones in Comerio. 

Today, the reservoir is heavily sedimented and the power plant operates on the 
river's flow with no reserve. Its output has declined markedly, and most of the 
energy used in Puerto Rico is from thermoelectric power. 24 

LAND TRANSPORTATION IN PUERTO RICO AND ITS NORTHERN CENTRAL 
AREA IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 

Engineer and historian Aurelio Tio25 describes an early Sixteenth Century wagon 
trail called Camino de Puerto Rico, which linked the towns of San German and 
Caparra, the original capital near San Juan Bay. This trail followed the course of 
the Rio Grande de Aiiasco and the Rio Culebrinas east to the Lares area, swerved 
northeast to reach the coast near Arecibo, and traversed the coastal plain east to 
Caparra. Users of this first interregional land transportation route in Puerto Rico 
probably crossed the Rio de la Plata by means of a barge belonging to the crown's 
hacienda,26 located somewhere between the present sites of Toa Alta and Dorado. 

Until 1842, the building of roads and highways in the Spanish colony of Puerto 
Rico had been left up to the initiative of municipalities and plantation owners. As a 
result the existing roads were poor and meant to connect ports with their near 
hinterlands. Sail and steam boats circled the island delivering passengers and 
cargo to the different ports. On the same year, the Spanish government, spurred by 
a growing economy and military considerations, created the Commission of Roads 
and Channels and funds for the construction of roads and highways from a lottery. 

In 1847, the governor ordered the construction of a wagon trail connecting Vega 
Baja, midway between San Juan and Arecibo, to the road being built between San 

24 Comerio (2000): n.p. 

25 Tio: 81-82. 

26 A hacienda was an agricultural-industrial-residential complex producing principally partly finished goods for 
export, plus a significant amount of its own inputs, such as firewood, food crops, and draw beasts. The closest term in the 
English language is plantation. 
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Juan and Rio Piedras. This initiative was the first major land transportation effort 
directed at the coastal plain west of San Juan. In order to raise funds for its 
transportation efforts, the government imposed a tax on livestock, letters, and local 
passports. 

In 1854, a complete plan of first and second order highways was designed for the 
island. Its population, numbering about half a million people, was concentrated 
along the coastal plains, while most of the mountains were uninhabited. The 
planned highway system was based on a first order highway encircling the island, 
and second order roads connecting it to the towns of the interior. However, after 
construction of some stretches of highway along the coastal route had begun, 
military and practical considerations, such as the fact that the coastline was being 
served by scheduled shipping lines connecting all the important ports, caused the 
plan to be modified. A first order north-south highway was added, linking San Juan 
and Ponce across the central mountain range through Caguas and Coamo. This 
highway became the first of the plan to be built, between the 1850s and 1886. 

An account of the roads serving Vega Alta in 1854 mentions a "fair'' highway from 
Vega Alta which met the highway to Catano and Bayamon and the highway between 
Dorado and Toa Alta. 27 In addition, there were facilities for the storage and 
transfer of cargo between river barges, carts, and coastal vessels on the banks and 
mouths of the Rio Cibuco28 and the Rio de la Plata, as well as on the Cerro Gordo 
cove in between. 

Road construction along the route of the western half of the planned encircling 
first order highway was begun in 1854 with the highway between Catano, on the 
western shore of San Juan Bay, and Bayamon. The island's first iron bridge, a cast 
iron arch structure which still stands, was completed in 1869, replacing an earlier 
wood structure serving this highway. The stretch between Bayamon and Vega Baja, 
for which the Plata River crossing was the greatest obstacle, was started in 1857. It 
required labor donations from the neighbors and townships of Bayamon, Toa Baja, 
Toa Alta, Vega Alta, and Vega Baja. The shorter stretch between Vega Alta and 
Vega Baja was built between 1861 and 1863.29 The part between Bayamon and 
Vega Alta was finished in 1865. The Rio de la Plata crossing must have been 
negotiated at that time by means of a ferry. Although the construction of a wooden 
Town truss bridge had begun in 1862, it was abandoned in 1866 for lack of funds. 
Work was resumed in 1874, but this time a wrought iron truss bridge using the piers 

27 Santana-Rabell: 94. 

28 San Miguel: 28. De la Rosa: 40. Martinez-Vergne: 44. 

29 Santana-Rabell: 129-132. 
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and abutments erected for the wooden structure. This bridge, called since the design 
stage Puente de los Reyes Catolicos, was completed in 1876. 

Two events beneficial to land transportation between San Juan and the western 
part of the island took place in 1881: the paving of the Catano-Bayamon highway 
and the opening of the Linea Ferrea del Oeste, the island's first public railway. This 
railset up between Bayamon and Cata:fto with a rail-ferry connection across the bay 
to San Juan 30. The 13-kilometer stretch of highway between Bayamon and the 
bridge across the Rio de la Plata was paved between 1883 and 1886 at a cost of 
79,760 pesos.31 Its contractor was Ramon Valdez, the owner of the Linea Ferrea del 
Oeste and a resident of Bayamon.32 

In 1898, by the time of the U.S. invasion of Puerto Rico, there existed 267.4 
kilometers (167.1 miles) of paved first order highways in the island and forty nine 
bridges with lengths often or more meters (32.8'). Part of this total consisted of two 
unconnected first order stretches of Highway No. 2 which did not add up to a third of 
the distance. The one between Catano and Vega Baja included the Puente de los 
Reyes Catolicos. This highway was meant to connect San Juan on the north coast 
with Mayaguez on the western coast. There were also two unconnected railroad 
lines which covered about 80 per cent of the distance. 

The historic significance of Puerto Rico's bridges is discussed in the Multiple 
Property Nomination and in its Associated Historic Context: "Land Transportation 
in Puerto Rico, ca. 1508-1950''. 

The Rio de la Plata is the longest and second largest river in Puerto Rico. Up to 
the early Nineteenth Century it was the main transportation artery of the 
westernmost sugar producing area in Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico's first fully vacuum 
process sugar mill, Central San Vicente, was founded in 1874 in Vega Baja, located 
in the Rio Cibuco area, west of the Rio de la Plata. By then the river had become 
more of an obstacle to transportation than a facilitator. The lower Rio de la Plata 
was apparently crossed by ferry until a three-span, iron truss highway bridge was 
finished in 1881. Ten years later, a railroad bridge was opened about two 
kilometers downstream, south of Dorado. When the original Puente Reyes Cat6licos 
collapsed in 1899, the railroad facility was left as the only way across this part of 
the river until in 1908 a single span, 96 meter Parker truss bridge was erected 
upstream from the original site and was opened to traffic. 

30 R.O.P.: 1924, 161. 
31 In the Nineteenth Century, the dollar value of a peso was generally between 85 and en cents, determined mostly by 

the coins' silver content. 

32 AGPR, Fondo de Obras Publicas: Caja 2179; Legajo 79. 
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In 1888 the Spanish Colonial government granted a franchise to Compaftia 
Ferrocarrilera de Puerto Rico, a French-owned company, to build and operate a 
railroad that would circle the island. In 1893, a line between Arecibo and San Juan, 
with a bridge across the Plata River about one kilometer downstream from the 
highway bridge, was serving the region and its sugar cane industry. Unfortunately, 
the Compafiia Ferrocarrilera de Puerto Rico ran short of capital and was unable to 
build more than three unconnected lines between San Juan and Ponce. In 1902 an 
American firm took over and connected them. 
ROADS AND BRIDGES, AND CONCRETE AND STEEL IN THE FIRST HALF OF 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

After almost two years of military government following the invasion, Congress 
established a civilian government for Puerto Rico. The legislation, known as the 
Foraker Act, became effective on May 1, 1902. The President appointed eleven 
members of an Executive Council, which touched every aspect of life in Puerto Rico. 
Two of the eleven members of the original body had experience in transportation 
matters, especially in railroads. They were Mr. Adam Stierle and Mr. Samuel 
McCune Linsay, Superintendent of Public Works and Commissioner of Education, 
respectively. Between 1900 and 1915 the Executive Council issued 37 franchises to 
operate railroads, fifteen to operate electric railways, twelve to operate toll bridges, 
and four to operate ferry services.33 However, most of these franchises were never 
implemented. By 1901, the island's rail system included 254 kilometers of public 
and private (sugar mill) railroads. 

The efforts of the Governor of Puerto Rico, now an American appointed by the 
President, were directed "to devote every dollar that can be spared from surplus 
revenues to the construction of permanent roads".34 

From 1898 to 1902, the military government built 403. 71 kilometers of roads. 
Most of the bridges built during the military occupation which followed the war and 
lasted until 1902 were made with military haste, which explains why so few lasted 
significantly. 35 The most important exceptions were the bridges of the San Juan
Ponce highway over the Jacaguas and Guayo Rivers. The military government 
awarded the construction of both bridges to Keeper & Thecher, a well-known U.S. 
engineering firm, in 1899. The two multi-span concrete vault bridges were finished 
by 1900, and became the first of their kind on the island. The vaults, up to 30 
meters in length, were reinforced by two sets of seven continuous steel bands placed 
parallel to the top and bottom arch surfaces, 0.81 meters (2' 8") apart. The portions 

33 Gonullez-Tejem: 5-10. 

34 U.S. Dept. of War: 79. 

35 R.0.P. (1924): 163. 
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of vault between these reinforcing bands had no additional reinforcement. 36 

Although these structures needed many repairs and weight restrictions, they lasted 
until the 1970s, when they gave way to wider bridges. 

Concrete had been in use in Puerto Rico at least since the second half of the 
Nineteenth Century, but its use had been mostly limited to foundations by its 
relatively high price. Portland cement was imported in barrels from Europe. U.S. 
sovereignty allowed the untaxed importation of American cement at the precise 
point in time in which reinforced concrete technology was coming of age. The first 
decade of the present century saw several other significant concrete arch bridges 
built. 

Concrete arch bridges were the first to apply U.S. bridge technology in Puerto Rico 
and provided the first documented use of concrete in bridge superstructures in 
Puerto Rico. Although some metal girder bridges were put up between 1899 and 
1900, they exhibit the transverse joist European technology prevalent up to 1898. 
They probably corresponded to structural elements that had been bought during the 
Spanish sovereignty and were erected by the U.S. military regime. Other important 
early transfers of bridge technology from the United States were steel trestle 
railroad viaducts, erected around 1906. 

During the first decade of twentieth century the railroad and highway systems 
expanded rapidly. The sugar cane industry continued to be responsible for most of 
the increase in the use of railroads. 

Under both colonial regimes, the construction of public works had been done using 
funds taken from the government's current year income or from special taxes. In 
1906, for the first time, bonds were issued for financing public works. The million 
dollars obtained through this bond issue permitted a considerable increase in the 
speed of the construction of highways and bridges. A new road system was planned 
that, according to the priorities of the new regime, responded to an economy based 
primarily on the intensive and extensive cultivation of sugar cane and to the defense 
of the strategically located island. 

The new way of financing bore fruit quickly. In the year 1908 alone, nine steel 
truss bridges were erected, all of them erected by the Groton Bridge Company. Some 
of these replaced bridges that had been destroyed by the 1899 San Ciriaco 
Hurricane; others served the new stretches of highway that were being built. 

During the first decade of Twentieth Century the railroad and highway systems 
expanded rapidly. The short haul transportation of people, coffee and consumer 
goods was the main reason for the construction of highways from the towns in the 
hinterland of the region south and west of the lower Rio de la Plata. 

36 Nones: 37. 
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The railroad line running between San Juan and Arecibo and the highway carried 
by the Puente Reyes Cat6licos were the only major transportation links for the Toa 
region. The highway was interrupted over the Rio de la Plata between 1899 and 
1908 due to a hurricane destroying its bridge. 

In 1916, when the United States' automobile industry was beginning its mass 
production and the entry of the U.S. into the First World War could be foreseen, the 
island's legislature authorized a new bond issue, this time for 2 million dollars. The 
island's Economic Commission established the project priorities according to the 
economic, industrial and commercial development perceived as most important by 
those who held the political and economic power. 

As part of this highway construction program, and forming an integral part of the 
effort to link all coastal towns and cities with paved highways, Highways No. 2 and 
No. 3 were advanced and encouraged since the early 1900s. The previous regime had 
not prioritized this route because the coast was served by coastal shipping and by 
the railroad. Besides, sugar cane had not been as important an economic product as 
coffee. By 1920, Highway No. 2 was an almost finished road that was intended to 
encircle half of the island, extending for 4 70 kilometers through thirty five towns and 
cities. PR-2 went from the capital to the towns and cities of the north coast of the 
island, on to the west and the south coasts. There it connected with Highway No. 3 
in Ponce. The latter route linked the coastal towns in the south, east and northeast 
edges of the island to San Juan. 

It was during the 1920s that the construction of highways was most productive. 
There were many reasons: the rapid expansion of the automobile industry, a sugar 
cane boom, the partial recovery of coffee exportation, the introduction of new 
machinery and techniques for bridge pile foundations and highway building and 
their cost-reducing effects, and the introduction of a new paving technology: asphalt. 
The 1926-1927 fiscal year was the most productive in terms of highway construction. 
By 1929, almost all of the towns were linked by paved roads. Concrete and steel 
beam bridges, with their low cost and standardized design and construction, 
facilitated this thrust in highway building in Puerto Rico. 

The most prolific and successful bridge designer in Puerto Rico between ca. 1910 
and ca. 1930 was Eng. Rafael Nones. He designed most of the important bridges of 
the period, including Bridge No. 122, both San Antonio Channel bridges, Puente de 
las Cabanas, and the Bascule Bridge of 1915. He wrote several bridge articles in 
the journal Revista de Obras Publicas and delivered lectures on the subject at the 
University of Puerto Rico School of Engineering. He introduced what was to become 
the standard bridge type in the island: the ten-meter span steel superstructure with 
a reinforced concrete deck supported on concrete piers over beam pile foundations. 
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The economic depression of 1929, together with the unprecedented devastation 
left behind by the 1928 San Felipe hurricane, stopped the momentum which 
highway production had gathered. This inactivity ended on the following decade 
thanks to the extension of President Roosevelt's New Deal to the island, assigning 
34 million dollars to the Puerto Rico Emergency Relief Administration (PRERA). A 
good part of that money was dedicated to the construction of bridges, highways and 
rural roads. Until that moment, the Federal government had not assigned funds for 
public works or other necessities in Puerto Rico except to mitigate the effects of 
natural disasters. 
TRUSS BRIDGES IN PUERTO RICO 

Truss bridges consist of relatively short and slender members arranged in 
triangular patterns, and can be used more economically than solid girders for long 
spans. There are innumerable ways of arranging members in triangular patterns, and 
trusses are classified according to these configurations. Many of them were invented 
and patented in Europe and the United States in the first half of the nineteenth century. 
The constant weight of the pavement and the variable weight of the crossing vehicles 
are transmitted through deck joists directly to connections of elements composing 
the truss. In the various triangular configurations, each element is either in tension 
or compression, according to the weight and the truss pattern. Most bridges of any 
importance built between 1850 and 1925 in the United States relied on metal 
trusses. 37 The same was happening in Puerto Rico between 1872 and 1910. 

The Warren truss was patented in 1848 by two British engineers. It consists of 
diagonals forming equilateral triangles between the horizontal top and bottom 
members, called chords. The diagonal in every other panel of a Warren truss in is 
compression. Vertical web members are optional, they may or may not be used, but 
most Warren trusses are built with vertical members to stiffen the entire structure. In 
Warren truss design, the triangle is equilateral. This provides more rigidity because 
there can be no relative movements of the bars. A Warren truss uses less material than 
the other truss designs. Additional vertical members can provide more support for the 
deck for a wider or shallower floor. 

Because of the scarcity of ferrous metals in Puerto Rico, major iron and steel 
structures were imported unassembled and erected by local contractors, such as 
Abarca, or, by default, by the Bureau of Public Works. Before 1898, these structures 
were brought from France and Belgium (there were no iron deposits in Spain). After 
the invasion, they were brought from the U.S., and often assembled by U.S. 
companies. Puerto Rico's first metal bridge was a cast iron arch imported from 
France. 

37 Comp and Jackson: n.p. 
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The use of wooden trusses had become popular in the U.S. after 1820, when US 
architect Ithiel Town patented the lattice form. Covered bridges using wooden Town 
lattice trusses proliferated all over the eastern part of the United States. The use of 
iron began around 1840 with the development of tension-resistant wrought iron. 
The joints of the first metal trusses used pins, but connections based on plates and 
rivets, developed in France, were demonstrating their superiority in Europe by the 
1860s. Near the end of the Nineteenth Century, wrought iron was being replaced by 
steel. 

Wrought iron is a low-carbon, high phosphorous iron with an intentionally high 
slag content of 1 to 3 per cent. Slag is comprised of different non-ferrous inclusions 
found in iron ore. The dispersed slag content gives the material ductility, malleability, 
resistance to corrosion, impact and fatigue. At first, wrought iron was produced by 
heating iron ore to a semi-molten state, which prevented the separation of the slag 
particles. The material was hand-worked, or wrought, to the desired shape. The 
Bessemer process, before it developed into a steel-making process, was being used in 
the 1870s to produce wrought iron. By the 1890s, Bessemer steel, stronger and more 
flexible than wrought iron, could be produced faster and cheaper than ever before and 
it eventually made iron obsolete. 

Warren trusses with diagonals crossing, called Double Warren Trusses in the 
United States, were popular for short spans. In Puerto Rico, such trusses were used 
frequently. 38 They were imported from Europe, where they were called Eiffel 
trusses and "X'' trusses, and used riveted connections. 
PUENTE REYES CATOLICOS 

The bridge carrying the Catano-Vega Baja highway across the Plata river and its 
access roads were begun in 1862 with a budget of 77,237.67 pesos. The bridge, 
named after the Spanish reigning couple who ejected the Moors from Spain and 
financed Columbus' discovery of the New World, was to be a Town lattice truss with 
three spans of 31.54 meters each made of local hardwoods.39 In 1866, its 
construction was stopped because of lack of funds. By that time, most of the wood 
had been cut and the rubble masonry piers and abutments had been finished.40 
The site selection was based on the availability of relatively high banks and the 
narrowness of the riverbed, which allowed the permanent course of the river to be 
cleared by one of the three spans. According to the designer, Eng. Antonio Maria 
Guitian, longer spans would have needed a through truss. He declared that the flood 

38 Pumarada-O'Neill (1995): 28-29. 
39 AGPR: Original drawings at Mapoteca: Drawing No. 158. 

40 AGPR, Fondo de Obras Publicas: Caja 2203, Legajo 98, Expediente 10. 
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levels reported for the 1851 exceptional flood had to be exaggerated and he did not 
fully heed them. 41 

In 1868, Eng. Miguel Martinez de Campos designed a wrought iron pony truss 
bridge using the existing supports. It used flood data from a more exceptional flood 
that had occurred in 1867 to modify the original profiles of the bridge, its access 
ramps and the stretches of road crossing the higher part of the flood plain. The 
wrought iron bridge was to be the longest metallic bridge of the Spanish colonial 
period in Puerto Rico. Its spans used the truss configuration known as doub'le
Warren in the United States, Eiffel system in Europe, andX-tross in Spain and the 
Spanish Caribbean.42 The total length of the project was 853.32 meters. Its design 
included a 10-meter elliptical masonry arch in the flood plain access road to allow 
passage of flood waters. The short bridge was made in masonry because it was 
expected to be covered by exceptional floods, and thus to be at risk of lateral hits by 
waterborne objects. The design load for the bridges was 1440 kilograms per linear 
meter. 43 

The specifications call for some limited use of hydraulic (Portland) cement from 
either Fractas Zumaya or San Sebastian (Spanish suppliers). They required the use 
of machine-formed brick "if the government provides the machine''. The metal is 
specified with a breaking load of 30 kilograms per square mflHmeter and an elastic 
limit of 14 kilograms per square millimeter. Steam boiler grade metal is specified 
for rivets and plates. 

The trusses were to be fabricated in Europe ("preferably in England", according to 
the designer) at an estimated cost of 20,000 escudos. The spans would be 
assembled and tested at the shop under the supervision of the Spanish engineer 
entrusted with buying metal bridges in Europe. Then they would be primed with 
paint, marked for field assembly, and taken to port in small, assembled sets. After 
shipping, the pieces would be assembled on site, and moved into place using wooden 
rollers and screw presses. The bridge would be lowered into its supports using four 
hydraulic jacks. Once the trusses were in place, the floor would be put in place, the 
support boxes encased in masonry, and a second coat of paint applied to the metal 
parts. 

Eng. Martinez de Campos, the designer, had returned to Spain a year before the 
bridge's funding was authorized in 1870. Before his return he was said to have 
accepted some modifications to his original design. More modifications were made 

41 AGPR, Fondo de Obras Pliblicas: Caja 2203, Legajo 98, Expediente 532. 

42 AGPR: Original drawings at Mapoteca: Drawing No. 157. 

43 AGPR, Fondo de Obras Pliblicas: Caja 2203, Legajo 98, Ex:pediente 10. 
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later, just before the bridge was finally fabricated in Belgium. One of these was the 
substitution of his corrugated metal deck for domed plates. 

After the fabrication of the bridge had been negotiated with Englishman John H. 
Porter by Eng. Jose de Echevarria (Spain's resident engineer in Paris for contracting 
bridges), the funds were cancelled. In 1874, the Spain granted Puerto Rico credit for 
the project and it was reinitiated. On August 10, 1874, an order was placed to the 
Belgian company Partipation Belge for a bridge costing 37,000 francs, including 
transportation to San Juan. In June 1875, the bridge was finished, and by 
September the unloading operation in San Juan was completed. 44 

In April 1876, the scarcity of manual labor forced the government to assign 
twenty convicts to the project, which was being conducted under the supervision of 
engineers Manuel Lopez Bayo and Enrique Gadea, both from the Island's public 
works department. 45 

No private contractor had presented bids in any of the three requests that had 
been made for the project. This happened in spite of the fact that the bid price was 
raised first 5 and then 10 percent for the subsequent bids.46 

On September 1, 1876, with the project near completion, Hurricane San Felipe 
struck the island. Flooding spread eleven meters beyond the exceptional flood of 
1867, on which the design had been based. The flooding waters damaged the access 
roads, carrying away 180 meters of causeway and over 500 meters of pavement, but 
did very little damage to the truss bridge. The access roads were realigned to follow 
the modified topography and rebuilt. In spite of the hurricane, the project was 
completed in November 1876. 

In less than ten years, work began to protect the bridge's abutments with a 
concrete wall because the course of the river was changing and threatening the 
eastern shore.47 

In 1892, more work was done on the same riverbank and one pile. This project 
included rectification of the river's channel. In May 1899, it was said that these 
projects had not been well designed and had actually worsened the bridge's 
situation.48 A few months later, Hurricane San Ciriaco destroyed the easternmost 
abutment, damaged a pier and sent a span into the water. 

The bridge, probably considered a siting and design error, was never repaired. 
Both surviving wrought iron spans were moved in the decade following the disaster; 

44 AGPR, Fondo de Obras Publicas: Caja 2203, Legajo 98, Expediente 89. 

45 AGPR, Fondo de Obras Publicas: Caja 2203, Legajo 98, Expediente 89. 

46 AGPR, Fondo de Obras Publicas: Caja 2204, Legajo 99, Expediente 12. 

47 AGPR, Fondo de Obras Publicas: Caja 2204, Legajo 99, Expediente 906. 

48 AGPR, Fondo de Obras Publicas: Caja 2204, Legajo 99, Expediente 16. 
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one was placed over the Rio Camuy, serving Highway No, 2 between Camuy and 
Hatillo. The other one was relocated over the Rio Hondo between Barranquitas and 
Comerio, where it still stands. As a result of these events, the highway 
establishment decided that the Rio de la Plata was too difficult and treacherous for 
the use of piers within the riverbed. 

PUENTE RIO HONDO 
Between 1898 and 1900, a series of organizational and personnel changes took 

place under the military government in the top highway construction positions.49 
Previously, most of those positions had been occupied by Spaniards. However, as 
under the previous regime, the construction of public works continued to be done 
with funds provided by the government out of its current income. 

Long term bonds were issued for the first time in 1906. This policy assumed that 
highways would promote economic growth, thus raising the government's income and 
enabling the payment of principal and interest. The one million dollars obtained 
allowed a considerable increase in the speed with which the construction of highways 
and bridges would be conducted. In 1908, nine steel bridges were erected. Some of 
them replaced bridges that had been destroyed seven years earlier by the San 
Ciriaco hurricane, including the Puente Reyes Cat6licos. 

The new Puente Reyes Cat6licos (Bridge No. 365) 50 must have been the first 
Pennsylvania truss built in Puerto Rico. It was designed and fabricated by the 
American Bridge Company, and erected by a subsidiary, Groton Bridge. Eng. Jose 
Lago built the soberly ornamented concrete abutments for $2,600. The total cost of 
the bridge amounted to $54,000. Its single span was surely the longest in Puerto 
Rico at the time. Following the directions of Puerto Rican engineer Juan Jose 
Jimenez, then Commissioner of Public Works, the new design avoided placing any 
piers into the violent Rio de la Plata. As a result, the new bridge had to be located 
more than two kilometers upstream where the riverbed was sufficiently narrow. 

One of the two surviving spans of the 1876 Reyes Catolicos was slated to be 
modified, overhauled and moved between Comerio and Barranquitas to the highway 
then called No. 5. It was shortened (from 31.5 to 20.6 meters), repaired and erected 
on new abutments, according to a design by Rafael Nones. Its abutments were 
contracted to Pedro Orraca-Fernandez, from Bayamon, for 4,158.50 pesos in April 
21, 1908, and the superstructure to E. H. Hill in December. Hill, an American 
contractor who had just finished erecting eight truss bridges for the Groton Bridge 
Company, was awarded the contract without a bidding process. This fact was 
justified on grounds of the recent successful experience mentioned above and his 

49 R.O.P.: 151-152. 

50 Nones: 38-39. 
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quotation of $1,380 being the same as for two similar sized bridges in that group. 
Steel plates and angles for new corner panels were ordered from U.S. Steel, and 
received on December 31, 1908. Hill did the disassembly and repair work for 
another $1,380. 51 

The deck specifications called for a four centimeter thick layer of concrete, 
formulated as one part of barrel-packed cement, 3 parts of sand and 5 parts of 
gravel, over the domed deck plates. This layer was to be covered by one centimeter of 
mortar, formulated as one part of cement for 3 parts of sand. Each deck drain hole 
was to be topped with an embedded piece of soft wood to allow for a drain hole in the 
concrete deck. 52 

In 1998, Puente Rio Hondo was damaged by an overweight truck. A panel of the 
western truss suffered bent and torn diagonals. The structure was immediately 
closed to traffic and a temporary Bailey truss bridge erected above its deck, but with 
the lower transverse elements crossing between truss members of the historic 
bridge. This required cutting four other diagonal members to create space for 
elements of the Bailey bridge. To keep the historic bridge from collapsing, new 
diagonals were screwed on near and parallel to the ones cut. In March 2002, the 
Bailey bridge was removed and the documentation phase was begun. 

Puente Rio Hondo is to be removed, disassembled into sections, and re
assembled in a city park on the opposite side of Comerio. The abutments will be 
removed because they restrict flow and cause flooding upstream, affecting the Rio 
Hondo community. 

51 AGPR, Fondo de Obras Publicas: Caja 2422, Legajo 335. 

52 AGPR, Fondo de Obras Publicas: Caja 2422, Legajo 335. 
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